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THE RESONANT THEME OF FATHER-AND-SON CONFLICT DOMINATES HOWARD

Feinstein's analysis of William James's crisis of vocation and accompanying
maladies of the body and spirit. While John O. King's work is more daring in
interpretation and wider in scope-seeking to erect a new paradigm for American
Studies and ranging from the Puritan confessionals to close readings of Josiah
Royce, James J. Putnam, and Max Weber-it also evaluates the relationship
between Henry James, Sr., and William James. This review will, therefore, in
order to highlight the methodological and evidentiary importance of these books,
focus upon their authors' respective evaluations of William James, his conflict with
his father, his vocational and emotional crises, and the bearing of these trials upon
his later psychological and philosophical work.
The phylogeny of James family v,4)cational conflict and accompanying neurosis
was recapitulated in the ontogeny of William James. The roots of this conflict, as
carefully traced by Feinstein, began with the scion of the family, William James of
Albany. Calvinistic in his religion and attitude, a self-made and successful
businessman, William of Albany sought to force his son Henry into the study of
law. A struggle of immense psychic proportions ensued, as Henry alternatively
acceded to and broke from his father's iron will. That "will" was deeply
imbricated with a double meaning, at once representative of the father's will or
desire to direct his son's vocational future; and also emblematic of the legal
document that eventually severed the son from the family fortune. The will of the
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